
DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHIJIT DOLEY

Son/Daughter of AJIT KUMAR DOLEY

ROLL NO. 25520001 REGISTRATION NO. S2108109 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHISHEK BHANDARI

Son/Daughter of GOPAL BHANDARI

ROLL NO. 25520002 REGISTRATION NO. S2108110 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHISHEK KANU

Son/Daughter of GOVIND LAL KANU

ROLL NO. 25520003 REGISTRATION NO. S2108111 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHISHEK KALITA

Son/Daughter of ROBIN CHANDRA KALITA

ROLL NO. 25520004 REGISTRATION NO. S2108112 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABINASH GOGOI

Son/Daughter of BIKASH GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520005 REGISTRATION NO. S2108113 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ADITYA MALAKAR

Son/Daughter of LT KHOKAN MALAKAR

ROLL NO. 25520006 REGISTRATION NO. S2108115 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEIT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ADRISH PHUKAN

Son/Daughter of NAGEN PHUKAN

ROLL NO. 25520007 REGISTRATION NO. S2108116 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AKIM PANGING

Son/Daughter of UMA PANGING

ROLL NO. 25520008 REGISTRATION NO. S2108117 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ALOK KUMAR DAS

Son/Daughter of HARI BHAJAN DAS

ROLL NO. 25520009 REGISTRATION NO. S2108118 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMLAN JYOTI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of KESHAB GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520010 REGISTRATION NO. S2108119 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANIRBAN BORUAH

Son/Daughter of KULA BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520011 REGISTRATION NO. S2108124 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKIT KUMAR

Son/Daughter of RAJESH KUMAR

ROLL NO. 25520012 REGISTRATION NO. S2141834 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKIT NEWAR

Son/Daughter of KUL BAHADUR NEWAR

ROLL NO. 25520013 REGISTRATION NO. S2108126 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKUR GOGOI

Son/Daughter of HEMANTA GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520014 REGISTRATION NO. S2108128 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKUR DEORI

Son/Daughter of PARIJAT DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520015 REGISTRATION NO. S2108129 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKUR MILI

Son/Daughter of BASANTA MILI

ROLL NO. 25520016 REGISTRATION NO. S2108130 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. ANSHUMAN SARMAH
Son/Daughter of UTPAL SARMAH

ROLL NO. 25520017 REGISTRATION NO. S2007643 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANUP BHAKTA

Son/Daughter of SUBASH BHAKTA

ROLL NO. 25520018 REGISTRATION NO. S2108131 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ARUNAVA CHAKRABORTY

Son/Daughter of ARUP KUMAR CHAKRABORTY

ROLL NO. 25520019 REGISTRATION NO. S2108134 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BAPPI SEAL

Son/Daughter of TAPAN KUMAR SEAL

ROLL NO. 25520020 REGISTRATION NO. S2108137 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BARUN SHARMA

Son/Daughter of LOKNATH SHARMA

ROLL NO. 25520021 REGISTRATION NO. S2108139 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BASAB DEY

Son/Daughter of BIBHUTI BHUSAN DEY

ROLL NO. 25520022 REGISTRATION NO. S2108140 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BERRY ROHIT

Son/Daughter of BERRY LAXMAN

ROLL NO. 25520023 REGISTRATION NO. S2108141 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIJIT KUMAR PEGU

Son/Daughter of TARUN PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520024 REGISTRATION NO. S2108147 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIKASH MILI

Son/Daughter of MONURANJAN MILI

ROLL NO. 25520025 REGISTRATION NO. S2108148 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BISHNU NEWAR

Son/Daughter of KUMAR BAHADUR NEWAR

ROLL NO. 25520027 REGISTRATION NO. S2108151 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BISHNU PRASAD GOGOI

Son/Daughter of PABITRA GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520028 REGISTRATION NO. S2108152 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BISWAJIT DEY

Son/Daughter of SUBIR KUMAR DEY

ROLL NO. 25520029 REGISTRATION NO. S2108153 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BITUPAN GOGOI

Son/Daughter of DIPEN GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520030 REGISTRATION NO. S2108154 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BOLIN BORI

Son/Daughter of THANURAM BORI

ROLL NO. 25520031 REGISTRATION NO. S2108155 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. CHAMPAK HALOI

Son/Daughter of GOLAK HALOI

ROLL NO. 25520032 REGISTRATION NO. S2108159 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. CHINMOY DAS

Son/Daughter of CHUNI LAL DAS

ROLL NO. 25520033 REGISTRATION NO. S2108160 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,HIN-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. CHIRANJEEV BORAH
Son/Daughter of INDRANIL BORAH

ROLL NO. 25520034 REGISTRATION NO. S2007674 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS:

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. CHIRANJIT BURA GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of BHUGESWAR BURAGOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520035 REGISTRATION NO. S2108161 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEBA JYOTI PEGU

Son/Daughter of PROBIN PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520036 REGISTRATION NO. S2108163 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEBASIS DEKABORUAH

Son/Daughter of DIPEN DEKABORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520037 REGISTRATION NO. S2108164 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEBASISH BORGOHAIN

Son/Daughter of TIRTHANATH BORGOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520038 REGISTRATION NO. S2108165 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEP PAIT

Son/Daughter of INDRESWAR PAIT

ROLL NO. 25520039 REGISTRATION NO. S2108166 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DHRITIMAN RAJKHOWA

Son/Daughter of GANESH CHANDRA RAJKHOWA

ROLL NO. 25520040 REGISTRATION NO. S2108170 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIKHIT JYOTI BURA GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of PRABITRA BURA GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520041 REGISTRATION NO. S2108171 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIMBASWAR TAMULI

Son/Daughter of KAMALA TAMULI

ROLL NO. 25520042 REGISTRATION NO. S2108172 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIPANKAR BARMAN

Son/Daughter of RABINDRA BARMAN

ROLL NO. 25520043 REGISTRATION NO. S2108175 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIPRAJIT DAS

Son/Daughter of DILIP DAS

ROLL NO. 25520044 REGISTRATION NO. S2108177 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DURGAJIT DEKA BARUAH

Son/Daughter of BOGA KANTA DEKA BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520045 REGISTRATION NO. S2108179 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GAURAV KALITA

Son/Daughter of BIJU KUMAR KALITA

ROLL NO. 25520046 REGISTRATION NO. S2108182 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GAURI SHANKAR DEHINGIA

Son/Daughter of DULESWAR DEHINGIA

ROLL NO. 25520047 REGISTRATION NO. S2108183 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GOVIND YADAV

Son/Daughter of JAWAHIR YADAV

ROLL NO. 25520048 REGISTRATION NO. S2108185 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,HIN-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GULAP YEIN

Son/Daughter of MOHANTA YEIN

ROLL NO. 25520049 REGISTRATION NO. S2108186 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GYANDEEP NEWAR

Son/Daughter of PADMA NEWAR

ROLL NO. 25520050 REGISTRATION NO. S2108187 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HARENTA DAS

Son/Daughter of LATE RANJIT DAS

ROLL NO. 25520051 REGISTRATION NO. S2108188 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HARISH PATRA

Son/Daughter of PROBODH CHANDRA PATRA

ROLL NO. 25520052 REGISTRATION NO. S2108189 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HEEROKJYOTI BARMAN

Son/Daughter of RANJEET BARMAN

ROLL NO. 25520053 REGISTRATION NO. S2108190 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBN1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HEMANTA BAILUNG

Son/Daughter of SARAT BAILUNG

ROLL NO. 25520054 REGISTRATION NO. S2108191 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HIMANTA HANDIQUE

Son/Daughter of DHANESWAR HANDIQUE

ROLL NO. 25520055 REGISTRATION NO. S2108195 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HRIDOY GOGOI

Son/Daughter of SUNIL GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520056 REGISTRATION NO. S2108197 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HUMEN JYOTI BORGOHAIN

Son/Daughter of BISHNU BORGOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520057 REGISTRATION NO. S2108198 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JAYANTA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of HEM CHANDRA SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520058 REGISTRATION NO. S2108201 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JUBIN PEGU

Son/Daughter of KAMAL PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520059 REGISTRATION NO. S2108207 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JUNA GOGOI

Son/Daughter of DIPAK GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520060 REGISTRATION NO. S2108208 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JYOTISHMAN BORPATRA GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of GUPEN BORPATRA GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520061 REGISTRATION NO. S2108210 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. KABIR NEWAR
Son/Daughter of SANTOSH KUMAR NEWAR

ROLL NO. 25520062 REGISTRATION NO. S2007708 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS:

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KAUSHIK RANJAN KACHARI

Son/Daughter of DHIREN KACHARI

ROLL NO. 25520063 REGISTRATION NO. S2108215 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KAUSTAV RANJAN BHATTACHARYYA

Son/Daughter of ANUJ KUMAR BHATTACHARYYA

ROLL NO. 25520064 REGISTRATION NO. S2108216 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KHALINDRA DOWARAH

Son/Daughter of DHANESWAR DOWARAH

ROLL NO. 25520065 REGISTRATION NO. S2108217 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LEBANOUSH KACHHAP

Son/Daughter of LEO KACHHAP

ROLL NO. 25520066 REGISTRATION NO. S2108226 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LEKHAK JYOTI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of BANIKANTA GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520067 REGISTRATION NO. S2108227 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LEON CHAMUA

Son/Daughter of NUMAL CHANDRA CHAMUA

ROLL NO. 25520068 REGISTRATION NO. S2108228 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MAHANJYOTI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of KHIROD BORAH

ROLL NO. 25520069 REGISTRATION NO. S2108231 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MANAB JYOTI DEORI

Son/Daughter of BHANU DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520070 REGISTRATION NO. S2108232 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MANASH DEORI

Son/Daughter of LIKHAN DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520071 REGISTRATION NO. S2108233 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MANDEEP SAIKIA

Son/Daughter of NARAYAN SAIKIA

ROLL NO. 25520072 REGISTRATION NO. S2108234 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MIR FARDIN ALI

Son/Daughter of RAJU ALI

ROLL NO. 25520073 REGISTRATION NO. S2108236 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MITHUN PAUL

Son/Daughter of ANANDA PAUL

ROLL NO. 25520074 REGISTRATION NO. S2108238 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MRIDU PRAKASH GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of PHONEN GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520075 REGISTRATION NO. S2108242 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEAN1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MRINMOI NEOG

Son/Daughter of PREMODHAR NEOG

ROLL NO. 25520076 REGISTRATION NO. S2108246 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MUKUL DEORI

Son/Daughter of UTTAM DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520077 REGISTRATION NO. S2108248 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NAYAN KRISHNA PAUL

Son/Daughter of SHYAMAL KRISHNA PAUL

ROLL NO. 25520078 REGISTRATION NO. S2108253 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NAYANJYOTI DEORI

Son/Daughter of DEEPAK DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520079 REGISTRATION NO. S2108254 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NILKAMAL PEGU

Son/Daughter of LATE APURBA PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520080 REGISTRATION NO. S2108257 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NILOY PRATIM HAZARIKA

Son/Daughter of DHARMESWAR HAZARIKA

ROLL NO. 25520081 REGISTRATION NO. S2108258 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NISHANT MISHRA

Son/Daughter of JAGADAMBA MISHRA

ROLL NO. 25520082 REGISTRATION NO. S2108259 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. OMJEE GUPTA

Son/Daughter of JANARDAN GUPTA

ROLL NO. 25520083 REGISTRATION NO. S2108260 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,HIN-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PALLAB THAPA

Son/Daughter of HIM BAHADUR THAPA

ROLL NO. 25520084 REGISTRATION NO. S2108261 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PANKAJ CHETRY

Son/Daughter of RAM BAHADUR CHETRY

ROLL NO. 25520085 REGISTRATION NO. S2108264 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PARAG PROTIM NATH

Son/Daughter of AJIT NATH

ROLL NO. 25520086 REGISTRATION NO. S2108265 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PARAKH DEORI

Son/Daughter of DHANU DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520087 REGISTRATION NO. S2108266 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PETER KUMBANG

Son/Daughter of DULESWAR KUMBANG

ROLL NO. 25520088 REGISTRATION NO. S2108268 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PORAG JYOTI KONWAR

Son/Daughter of MRIDUL KONWAR

ROLL NO. 25520089 REGISTRATION NO. S2108271 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRABIN PAUL

Son/Daughter of DILIP PAUL

ROLL NO. 25520090 REGISTRATION NO. S2108273 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,BNL-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRADIP KARMAKAR

Son/Daughter of DEBESWAR KARMAKAR

ROLL NO. 25520091 REGISTRATION NO. S2108274 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRANAB JYOTI KUTUM

Son/Daughter of GOPAL KUTUM

ROLL NO. 25520092 REGISTRATION NO. S2108276 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRANJAL BORUAH

Son/Daughter of RANJIT BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520093 REGISTRATION NO. S2108277 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRANJAL BORUAH

Son/Daughter of ROBIN BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520094 REGISTRATION NO. S2108278 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRANOBJYOTI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of GIRIN SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520095 REGISTRATION NO. S2108279 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRINCE MILI

Son/Daughter of HOREN MILI

ROLL NO. 25520096 REGISTRATION NO. S2108281 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYAM RAJKHOWA

Son/Daughter of DIPAK RAJKHOWA

ROLL NO. 25520097 REGISTRATION NO. S2108288 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYANSU MOHARI

Son/Daughter of PRADIP KUMAR MOHARI

ROLL NO. 25520098 REGISTRATION NO. S2108290 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PROGYAN JYOTI GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of AJIT GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520099 REGISTRATION NO. S2108291 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. PRONOBJYOTI BHARALI
Son/Daughter of SADARAM BHARALI

ROLL NO. 25520100 REGISTRATION NO. S2007771 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAHUL BEZ

Son/Daughter of DULAL BEZ

ROLL NO. 25520101 REGISTRATION NO. S2108292 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBN1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAHUL GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of DHARMESWAR GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520102 REGISTRATION NO. S2108293 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAJNEESH PEGU

Son/Daughter of CHANDRA JYOTI PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520103 REGISTRATION NO. S2108294 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. REBANAN SAGAR DEORI

Son/Daughter of KHIRESWAR DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520104 REGISTRATION NO. S2108295 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. REKHOV GOGOI

Son/Daughter of RAJIV GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520105 REGISTRATION NO. S2108296 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RIKIRAJ DUTTA

Son/Daughter of KRITTIMOHAN DUTTA

ROLL NO. 25520106 REGISTRATION NO. S2108298 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RISHI RAJ ROY

Son/Daughter of RAJU ROY

ROLL NO. 25520107 REGISTRATION NO. S2108299 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROBIJIT BORTHAKUR

Son/Daughter of AKHIL BORTHAKUR

ROLL NO. 25520108 REGISTRATION NO. S2108302 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. ROCKTIM GOGOI
Son/Daughter of RAMAKANTA GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520109 REGISTRATION NO. S2007783 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RUBUL HANDIQUE

Son/Daughter of TILENDRA HANDIQUE

ROLL NO. 25520110 REGISTRATION NO. S2108304 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RUPANJAL PHUKAN

Son/Daughter of SARAT CHANDRA PHUKAN

ROLL NO. 25520111 REGISTRATION NO. S2108305 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RUPOM CHETRY

Son/Daughter of ROHIT CHETRY

ROLL NO. 25520112 REGISTRATION NO. S2108306 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SACHINDRA NEOG

Son/Daughter of BINANDA NEOG

ROLL NO. 25520113 REGISTRATION NO. S2108307 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SAMEER PANDEY

Son/Daughter of GIRJA NAND PANDEY

ROLL NO. 25520114 REGISTRATION NO. S2108310 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SAMUJJAL SAIKIA

Son/Daughter of JATIN SAIKIA

ROLL NO. 25520115 REGISTRATION NO. S2108312 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1B-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANJIT THAKUR

Son/Daughter of DIPNARAYAN THAKUR

ROLL NO. 25520116 REGISTRATION NO. S2108313 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SAURAV DEORI

Son/Daughter of BIRESWAR DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520117 REGISTRATION NO. S2108315 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHAKYA RAJ SAIKIA

Son/Daughter of LAKHI PRASAD SAIKIA

ROLL NO. 25520118 REGISTRATION NO. S2108317 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHAMS ADNAN AHMED

Son/Daughter of SALIM AHMED

ROLL NO. 25520119 REGISTRATION NO. S2108318 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHANTANU PEGU

Son/Daughter of JOYANTA PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520120 REGISTRATION NO. S2108319 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUBROT KONWAR

Son/Daughter of MR PADUM KONWAR

ROLL NO. 25520121 REGISTRATION NO. S2108324 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUMAN DAS

Son/Daughter of UTTAM DAS

ROLL NO. 25520122 REGISTRATION NO. S2108327 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUNRAJ BORAH

Son/Daughter of SOURAV JYOTI BORAH

ROLL NO. 25520123 REGISTRATION NO. S2108330 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. TRIJYOTI DAS
Son/Daughter of RANJIT DAS

ROLL NO. 25520124 REGISTRATION NO. S2007812 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. TULON MOLIA

Son/Daughter of RANJIT MOLIA

ROLL NO. 25520125 REGISTRATION NO. S2108335 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. UTTAM MANDAL

Son/Daughter of RANJIT MANDAL

ROLL NO. 25520126 REGISTRATION NO. S2108339 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. YUVRAJ GIRI

Son/Daughter of OM PRAKASH GIRI

ROLL NO. 25520127 REGISTRATION NO. S2108341 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANAMIKA GOWALA

Son/Daughter of MOHIPAL GOWALA

ROLL NO. 25520128 REGISTRATION NO. S2108120 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANANYA URANG

Son/Daughter of MAHESH URANG

ROLL NO. 25520129 REGISTRATION NO. S2108122 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANGSUMI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of ANIL SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520130 REGISTRATION NO. S2108123 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKI TA BORAH

Son/Daughter of MR. RAJENDRA NATH BORAH

ROLL NO. 25520131 REGISTRATION NO. S2108125 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKITA SARMAH

Son/Daughter of DWIJEN SARMAH

ROLL NO. 25520132 REGISTRATION NO. S2108127 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ARADHANA SHARMA

Son/Daughter of DEEP SHARMA

ROLL NO. 25520133 REGISTRATION NO. S2108132 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. ARIEFA BEGUM
Son/Daughter of WASIM AHMED KHAN

ROLL NO. 25520134 REGISTRATION NO. S2007648 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS:

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ARPITA DUTTA

Son/Daughter of RANJIT KUMAR DUTTA

ROLL NO. 25520135 REGISTRATION NO. S2108133 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AYURSHREE KALYANI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of BHUPEN GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520136 REGISTRATION NO. S2108135 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BABY RANI TAID

Son/Daughter of KUMAR MOHAN TAID

ROLL NO. 25520137 REGISTRATION NO. S2108136 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHAGYASHREE SENSUWA

Son/Daughter of KHAGESWAR SENSUWA

ROLL NO. 25520138 REGISTRATION NO. S2108142 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHASWATI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of PRABHAKAR GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520139 REGISTRATION NO. S2108143 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHIOLINA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of PARIKHIT SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520140 REGISTRATION NO. S2108144 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIDISHA SARMAH

Son/Daughter of RANJAN KUMAR SARMAH

ROLL NO. 25520141 REGISTRATION NO. S2108145 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIDISHREE SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of RAJEN SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520142 REGISTRATION NO. S2108146 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BORNALI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of DEBA GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520143 REGISTRATION NO. S2108156 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. CECELIAYA DHAN

Son/Daughter of MAHALI ANTHONY DHAN

ROLL NO. 25520144 REGISTRATION NO. S2108158 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. CHUNNI NEWAR

Son/Daughter of RUP NARAYAN NEWAR

ROLL NO. 25520145 REGISTRATION NO. S2108162 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEPSHIKHA DAS

Son/Daughter of DULAL CH. DAS

ROLL NO. 25520146 REGISTRATION NO. S2108167 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEPSIKHA GOGOI

Son/Daughter of MUNINBRA NATH GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520147 REGISTRATION NO. S2108168 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIMPAL KONWAR

Son/Daughter of KUSHAL KONWAR

ROLL NO. 25520148 REGISTRATION NO. S2108173 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIMPI PHUKAN

Son/Daughter of SIBAJI PHUKAN

ROLL NO. 25520149 REGISTRATION NO. S2108174 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIPANWITA KULI KULI KULI

Son/Daughter of DIGANTA KULI

ROLL NO. 25520150 REGISTRATION NO. S2108176 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIPSHIKHA GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of PHATIK GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520151 REGISTRATION NO. S2108178 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEGL1C-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. FARHANA AHMED

Son/Daughter of MOINUDDIN AHMED

ROLL NO. 25520152 REGISTRATION NO. S2108180 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEIT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. FARNAZ BEGUM

Son/Daughter of ABDUL ALI

ROLL NO. 25520153 REGISTRATION NO. S2108181 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBN1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GAYATRI BORUAH

Son/Daughter of MONTU BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520154 REGISTRATION NO. S2108184 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEAN1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HERASHRI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of SOILEN SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520155 REGISTRATION NO. S2108192 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HIKHITA BHUYAN

Son/Daughter of LATE HARESH BHUYAN

ROLL NO. 25520156 REGISTRATION NO. S2108193 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HIMANGINI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of ROBINDRA NATH GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520157 REGISTRATION NO. S2108194 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HIMASHREE BORA

Son/Daughter of AJIT BORA

ROLL NO. 25520158 REGISTRATION NO. S2108196 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ICHA DEORI

Son/Daughter of MAHANTA DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520159 REGISTRATION NO. S2108199 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JANVEE KAUR NAGI

Son/Daughter of NARENDRA SINGH NAGI

ROLL NO. 25520160 REGISTRATION NO. S2108200 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JAYASHREE BARMAN

Son/Daughter of ANIL BARMAN

ROLL NO. 25520161 REGISTRATION NO. S2108202 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JIYA SAHU

Son/Daughter of MEGHNATH SAHU

ROLL NO. 25520162 REGISTRATION NO. S2108203 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JOSHNA LAKRA

Son/Daughter of ELIAS LAKRA

ROLL NO. 25520163 REGISTRATION NO. S2108204 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JOYSHREE DEHINGIA

Son/Daughter of NOREN DEHINGIA

ROLL NO. 25520164 REGISTRATION NO. S2108206 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. JULI KUMARI SINGH
Son/Daughter of JAILAL SINGH

ROLL NO. 25520165 REGISTRATION NO. S2007705 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JYOTI MILI

Son/Daughter of SIVA MILI

ROLL NO. 25520166 REGISTRATION NO. S2108209 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KAABYASHREE SAIKIA

Son/Daughter of ROBIN SAIKIA

ROLL NO. 25520167 REGISTRATION NO. S2108211 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KABITA CHETRI

Son/Daughter of MOHAN CHETRI

ROLL NO. 25520168 REGISTRATION NO. S2108212 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KAKOLI DAW

Son/Daughter of BHUPEN DAW

ROLL NO. 25520169 REGISTRATION NO. S2108213 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KARISHMA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of DEBAKANTA SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520170 REGISTRATION NO. S2108214 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KHUSBOO KUMARI SINGH

Son/Daughter of SATYENDRA SINGH

ROLL NO. 25520171 REGISTRATION NO. S2108218 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,HIN-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KONGKONA CHETIA

Son/Daughter of PRASANTA CHETIA

ROLL NO. 25520172 REGISTRATION NO. S2108219 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KONKONA KALITA

Son/Daughter of BIJU KALITA

ROLL NO. 25520173 REGISTRATION NO. S2108220 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KRISHNALI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of GUNIN GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520174 REGISTRATION NO. S2108221 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KRISHNAMONI PEGU

Son/Daughter of PRANJAL PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520175 REGISTRATION NO. S2108222 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KRITY RAI

Son/Daughter of SAMBHU RAI

ROLL NO. 25520176 REGISTRATION NO. S2108223 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KUMARI NIDHI KASHYAP

Son/Daughter of RAJKUMAR KASHYAP

ROLL NO. 25520177 REGISTRATION NO. S2108224 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,HIN-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LAKSHMI YADAV

Son/Daughter of RAM SAGAR YADAV

ROLL NO. 25520178 REGISTRATION NO. S2108225 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,HIN-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LIMPI KARDONG

Son/Daughter of SARBESWAR KARDONG

ROLL NO. 25520179 REGISTRATION NO. S2108229 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. LIZA MIRI
Son/Daughter of JAGADISH MIRI

ROLL NO. 25520180 REGISTRATION NO. S2007727 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MINAKHI TAMULI

Son/Daughter of JADAV TAMULI

ROLL NO. 25520181 REGISTRATION NO. S2108235 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MISS DAISY BORAH

Son/Daughter of PROMUD BORAH

ROLL NO. 25520182 REGISTRATION NO. S2108237 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MONDITA BORO

Son/Daughter of KIRISH BIKASH BORO

ROLL NO. 25520183 REGISTRATION NO. S2108239 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MRIDUSHMITA GOGOI

Son/Daughter of PRANJAL GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520184 REGISTRATION NO. S2108244 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ANTH1-ESE,ANTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MRIGAKHI DOWERAH

Son/Daughter of TRILOK KAR DOWERAH

ROLL NO. 25520185 REGISTRATION NO. S2108245 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MRINMOYEE BHATTACHARYA

Son/Daughter of MINTU BHATTACHARYA

ROLL NO. 25520186 REGISTRATION NO. S2108247 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MUNMI BAISHYA

Son/Daughter of NAREN BAISHYA

ROLL NO. 25520187 REGISTRATION NO. S2108249 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MUNMI SARMAH

Son/Daughter of DHARMESWAR SARMAH

ROLL NO. 25520188 REGISTRATION NO. S2108250 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NAGMA NESSA

Son/Daughter of HASMUDDIN ALI

ROLL NO. 25520189 REGISTRATION NO. S2108251 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NAMITA BARUAH

Son/Daughter of PRADIP BARUAH

ROLL NO. 25520190 REGISTRATION NO. S2108252 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NIJORA GOHAIN

Son/Daughter of JAYANTA GOHAIN

ROLL NO. 25520191 REGISTRATION NO. S2108255 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PALLABI BORUAH

Son/Daughter of ANANDA BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520192 REGISTRATION NO. S2108262 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PALLABI GOGOI

Son/Daughter of AMULYA KUMAR GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520193 REGISTRATION NO. S2108263 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PARISHMITA CHANGMAI

Son/Daughter of SADANANDA CHANGMAI

ROLL NO. 25520194 REGISTRATION NO. S2108267 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PINKY PEGU

Son/Daughter of PROFULLA PEGU

ROLL NO. 25520195 REGISTRATION NO. S2108269 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PORI PHUKAN

Son/Daughter of ANUP PHUKAN

ROLL NO. 25520196 REGISTRATION NO. S2108272 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRAGNYA RANI DEORI

Son/Daughter of LATE BINOR KUMAR DEORI

ROLL NO. 25520197 REGISTRATION NO. S2108275 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRINCHI BORUAH

Son/Daughter of RANA BORUAH

ROLL NO. 25520198 REGISTRATION NO. S2108282 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA CHETRI

Son/Daughter of DIL BAHADUR CHETRI

ROLL NO. 25520199 REGISTRATION NO. S2108283 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEGL1C-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA CHETRY

Son/Daughter of MOHAN CHETRY

ROLL NO. 25520200 REGISTRATION NO. S2108284 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA DAS

Son/Daughter of ANJAN DAS

ROLL NO. 25520201 REGISTRATION NO. S2108285 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA MECH

Son/Daughter of MONTU MECH

ROLL NO. 25520202 REGISTRATION NO. S2108286 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of DIGONTA SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520203 REGISTRATION NO. S2108287 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYANKA DAS

Son/Daughter of JATIN DAS

ROLL NO. 25520204 REGISTRATION NO. S2108289 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RIHA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of MUNIN HAZARIKA SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520205 REGISTRATION NO. S2108297 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RITU DEBNATH

Son/Daughter of KRIPESH DEBNATH

ROLL NO. 25520206 REGISTRATION NO. S2108300 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RITU KUMBANG

Son/Daughter of ANANDA KUMBANG

ROLL NO. 25520207 REGISTRATION NO. S2108301 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEBT1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROSHMI TIWARI

Son/Daughter of JAY NARAYAN TIWARI

ROLL NO. 25520208 REGISTRATION NO. S2108303 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SACHITA NANDA

Son/Daughter of BOBRUBAHAN NANDA

ROLL NO. 25520209 REGISTRATION NO. S2108308 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: GEOH1-ESE,GEOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEPH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SAGARIKA DOLEY

Son/Daughter of SANJIB DOLEY

ROLL NO. 25520210 REGISTRATION NO. S2108309 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SAMIKSHA BHARALUA

Son/Daughter of JIBON BHARALUA

ROLL NO. 25520211 REGISTRATION NO. S2108311 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANJUKTA CHANGMAI

Son/Daughter of LT HEMANTA CHANGMAI

ROLL NO. 25520212 REGISTRATION NO. S2108314 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECS1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHABNAM MASUD

Son/Daughter of MOHAMMAD MASUD

ROLL NO. 25520213 REGISTRATION NO. S2108316 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHIKHA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of JITU SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520214 REGISTRATION NO. S2108320 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SILPI SIKHA LAHON

Son/Daughter of TROILOKYA LAHON

ROLL NO. 25520215 REGISTRATION NO. S2108321 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEST1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SNIGDHA SARMAH

Son/Daughter of RAJU SARMAH

ROLL NO. 25520216 REGISTRATION NO. S2108322 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SONALI KONWAR

Son/Daughter of ROHINI KONWAR

ROLL NO. 25520217 REGISTRATION NO. S2108323 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEBN1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUKANYA DAS

Son/Daughter of PHULESWAR DAS

ROLL NO. 25520218 REGISTRATION NO. S2108325 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: PHYH1-ESE,PHYH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUKANYA SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of SUKUMAR SAIKIA

ROLL NO. 25520219 REGISTRATION NO. S2108326 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUMAN SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of NARAYAN SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 25520220 REGISTRATION NO. S2108328 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUMITRA GOGOI

Son/Daughter of PUNIRAM GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520221 REGISTRATION NO. S2108329 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUPRIYA KONWAR

Son/Daughter of AJIT KONWAR

ROLL NO. 25520222 REGISTRATION NO. S2108331 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. TONU BALMIKI

Son/Daughter of RAJU BALMIKI

ROLL NO. 25520223 REGISTRATION NO. S2108333 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. TULASHA NEWAR

Son/Daughter of UPENDRA NEWAR

ROLL NO. 25520224 REGISTRATION NO. S2108334 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: BOTH1-ESE,BOTH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEZO1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. TUSHARIKA LAHON

Son/Daughter of PULIN LAHON

ROLL NO. 25520225 REGISTRATION NO. S2108336 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: MTMH1-ESE,MTMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ASM-ESE,GEGL1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ULIYA GOGOI

Son/Daughter of PRANJAL GOGOI

ROLL NO. 25520226 REGISTRATION NO. S2108337 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: ZOOH1-ESE,ZOOH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GECH1-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. UMME AMMARA

Son/Daughter of ASHIQUE ELAHE

ROLL NO. 25520227 REGISTRATION NO. S2108338 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.SC. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2021

SUBJECTS: CHMH1-ESE,CHMH2-ESE,ENGG-ESE,ALTE-ESE,GEMT1A-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.


